Procurement Department Bid Section
Customer Center 1st Floor, Room 002
21 W. Church Street
Jacksonville, Florida 32202
May 14, 2021
ADDENDUM NUMBER: Two (2)
TITLE: 1410329248 (RFQ) FY21 Purchase of Fixed Diesel Pumps For JEA Lift Stations For Resiliency
QUOTE DUE DATE: May 17, 2021
TIME OF RECEIPT: 12:00 PM EST
THIS ADDENDUM IS FOR THE PURPOSE OF MAKING THE FOLLOWING CHANGES OR
CLARIFICATIONS:

1. Question: “Will JEA be requiring that the manufacturer have a local service shop in Jacksonville?”
Answer: Under Quality Assurance 14.2 Pump-Engine supplier shall maintain a local parts and service
facility.
2. Question: “How much fuel in the pony pumps upon delivery is JEA requiring?”
Answer: Pumps should be delivered with no fuel.
3. Question: “Technical Specifications H. VII.4.2.1. Who is being referred to as the contractor? This also
refers to the contractor shall be responsible for installing and wiring the fuel level to the distributed I/O
module for JEA SCADA.”
Answer: JEA is being referred to as the contractor in this instance.
4. Question: “Will submittals need to be submitted?”
Answer: Yes, details to all equipment and components, cut sheets for each item add-on that is not part
of base pump engine from manufacturer. Submittals will need to be signed off by JEA.
5. Question: “Can JEA move the 126 days to begin from time submittals are signed off by JEA?”
Answer: JEA is updating section 2.4.3 Liquidated Damages as shown below.
2.4.3 LIQUIDATED DAMAGES
If the Company fails to complete any Work on or before September 24, 2021126 days after
date of Notice to Proceed, the Company shall pay JEA the sum of $1,000.00 per day for each
and every calendar day, including Sundays and Holidays, starting on this day until the date the
Work obtains JEA Acceptance.
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Liquidated Damages are capped at a maximum of ten percent (10%) of the Contract Price.
However, if the amount of Liquidated Damages incurred by the Company are five percent
(5%) or less than the Contract Price, the Company will not be imputed with Liquidated
Damages but will pay such amount to JEA as an administrative charge ("the Administrative
Charge").
The Company understands and agrees that said daily sum is to be paid not as a penalty, but as
compensation to JEA as a fixed and reasonable amount for damages and losses that JEA will
suffer because of such default, whether through increased administrative and engineering costs,
interference with JEA's normal operations, other tangible and intangible costs, or otherwise,
which costs will be impossible or impractical to measure or ascertain with any reasonable
specificity.
Liquidated Damages or Administrative Charges may, at JEA's sole discretion, be deducted
from any monies held by JEA that are otherwise payable to Company.
The Company's responsibility for Liquidated Damages or Administrative Charges shall in no
way relieve the Company of any other obligations under the Contract.
6. Question: “Will JEA require submittals of the enclosure detailing louvers?”
Answer: Punched or manufactured louvers should be shown on drawings.
7. Question: “Who is responsible for the wiring to relays inside the enclosure for JEA’s SCADA?”
Answer: JEA.
8. Question: “Who is responsible for off-loading the pump?”
Answer: JEA.
9. Question: “Who is responsible for setting the pump on its pad?”
Answer: JEA.
10. Question: “Is the Manufacturer responsible for only manufacturing and delivering the pumps to each
location and start up?”
Answer: Yes.
11. Question: “Will JEA require louvers on the enclosure?”
Answer: Yes.
12. Question: “Can JEA clarify the description of louvers JEA requires around the enclosure?”
Answer: Section 470 IV.3.1 Weatherproof Enclosure.
https://www.jea.com/Engineering_and_Construction/Water_and_Wastewater_Standards/Water_and_
Wastewater_Standard_Manual_and_Checklist/
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13. Question: “Will hole punch be acceptable on the enclosure?”
Answer: If there are holes punched for air intake JEA requires rain guard or water intrusion protection.
14. Question: “Clarify if full length door piano hinges are required on all doors of the enclosure?”
Answer: No.
15. Question: “Only a description is provided but no name is provided nor in the 2021 standards manual
470 11.2. What battery charger is being specified by JEA here? Are SENS NRG chargers acceptable?”
Answer: SENS NRG or Micro are acceptable.
16. Question: “Will JEA be installing the transducer and floats in the wet well?”
Answer: Yes.
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